PCS Blacklist Rules
Introduction
These rules should not be applied literally or word by word. These rules should
be applied keeping in mind what the intention of them is.

§1 Scope
These rules are part of the PCS blacklist (also referred to as simply the blacklist).
Every case regarding the blacklist must follow these rules.
However, tournament administrators are free to fully or partially use the blacklist
or not use the blacklist at all.
Being on the PCS blacklist does not mean one is necessarily banned on any
PCS service such as the forum, the ts3 server, cs2d servers or other. (The
administrators of the respective services are left to decided who gets banned and
who doesn’t.)

§2 Proof of an offence & execution of the PCS blacklist
rules
To be punished for an offence as described by these rules, there must be sufficient
proof that the accused is guilty of the offence.
The PCS does not have to actively investigate offences. If proof is provided by
a third party (cs2d player, member of the PCS community or other) it must
prosecute the accused accordingly.

§3 responsibility over the blacklist
The PCS management is responsible for the PCS blacklist. Changes to these
rules can only be authorised by the PCS management.

§4 Crashing/attacking servers, severely disrupting the PCS
This offence must be punished by putting the guilty on the PCS blacklist forever.

§5 Cheating in a tournament match
For this offence the guilty must be put on the blacklist for 3 years.
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§6 Cheating in competitive matches or on public servers
The above offence must lead to the guilty being put on the blacklist for 2 years.
Cheating on a local server (sometimes referred to as ‘new game’) will not be
punished. However, if proof of cheating is found, the accused must prove that
they cheated only in local games.

§7 Rehabilitation
For offenders prosecuted under rule §5 (Cheating in a tournament match) or rule
§6 (Cheating in competitive matches or on public servers) there is the possibility
of a rehabilitation.
Rehabilitation means that the offender must do a task to show their regret. This
task will be set by the PCS management.
If the offender accomplishes the given task their duration on the blacklist will
be reduced by 1 year.
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